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UEF actions in view of the Convention for Treaty Change

Mobilizing CITIZENS & CIVIL SOCIETY

Tools for campaigning

Political MANIFESTO (LINK)1.
INDIVIDUAL MP (example LINK)2.
NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS Draft
resolution  LINK

3.

SPINELLI GROUP NATIONAL
ACTION 

4.

Social Media Cooperations5.

Saturdays For Europe 1.
Citizens Assembly / Citizens Dialogue 2.
Appeal for municipal councils3.
Online and in-person events with political candidates4.

Letter to the Goverments 1.
Network of personalities 2.
Federalist Paper: why the
European Union needs a true
Treaty reform 

3.

European Letters4.
Social Media Cooperations5.
CANDIDATE MEPs Pledge6.

DECEMBER 2023 MARCH 2024 JULY 2024

DONE TO DO

https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Manifesto-2024-UEF-Campaign-2.pdf
https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/Example-letter-EUF-Schrb-MdB-EU-Vertragsanderungen-PDF.pdf
https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/20231130_Draft-resolution-to-the-National-Parliaments.docx


LOGO and SLOGAN for UEF political campaign and
during European Elections 2024

Design by Lorenzo Epis



Political Manifesto LINK

OUR POLITICAL MANIFESTO

The manifesto is the basis for our
political actions.

The UEF has made a
commitment to promote the
contents of this manifesto
among the european political
families so that they can be
included in their programmes.

https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Manifesto-2024-UEF-Campaign-2.pdf


URGING MPs, NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS and GOVERNMENTS 

INDIVIDUAL MP letter (example LINK)

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS: 
Draft resolution  word LINK | pdf LINK 

SPINELLI GROUP NATIONAL ACTION
(example)

After the vote on 22 November, in view of the
decision by the Governments on the Convention for
the Treaty reform, we need to inform and urge
politicians at national level.

https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/Example-letter-EUF-Schrb-MdB-EU-Vertragsanderungen-PDF.pdf
https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/20231130_Draft-resolution-to-the-National-Parliaments.docx
https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/20231130_Draft-resolution-to-the-National-Parliaments-5.pdf
https://federalists.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/20231130_Draft-resolution-to-the-National-Parliaments-5.pdf


Building a Network of personalities inspired by Jean Monnet’s
“Action Committee for the United State of Europe”

UEF started a  discussion with
the possibility to re-launch the
Action Committee for the
United States of Europe.

The 18th January the UEF and
JEF  celebrated with a public
discussion to commemorate
the first meeting of the said
Committee, which
Anniversary is taking place
tomorrow. 

https://youtu.be/nMda5Ouq0SE?si=Q6I4c9tJoSwpQxzE


CANDIDATE MEPs Pledge  
Candidates will be asked to
commit themselves, if elected, to a
federal reform of the European
Union and to give their availability
to join the Spinelli Group

Pledge - Multilingual

In Spring, when hopefully the decision
to open the Convention will have been
taken and the European election
campaign will start to get into full swing
with the presentation of the electoral
lists and candidates, UEF must start the
political work with the candidates and
with the citizens to make them
understand what is at stake in this
European vote.

Signature

Name and Surname

Date

Candidate for...



UEF Website campaign

Pledge - Website organization

Belgian candidates - News

Candidates to the European
Parliament supporting our pledge

French candidates - News 

German candidates - News 

TOOLS
Italy candidates - News 

Austrian candidates - News

Spain candidates - News 

...



European Elections 2024 - Pledge & Social Media Action



FOR CITIZENS & CIVIL SOCIETY

Saturdays for Europe
Online and in-person events with
political candidates

For the 2024 European elections, national and
local sections need to mobilise in order to:
- inform citizens about the importance of this
European vote;
- recommend citizens to vote for candidates who
have signed the pledge.

Sections can organise  also online and in-person
events with political candidates from the various
political families and challange them about the
future of Europe and whether or not they will
support treaty reform.

UEF Secretariat will provide:

website campaign

visual graphics for banners, flyers,
banners

Federalists Papers to explain the main
topics

video pills to promote the main topics
(realized in collaboration with EU Made
Simple)

video pills about the Manifesto and
about the pledge



OTHERS...

SHARING UEF POSITIONS ON MEDIA 


